
T he photographer Brian Rose was in Amsterdam on September 11, 2001, when
he learned, over the phone, that a plane had just flown into one of the Twin

Towers. Rose, who had gone to college in lower Manhattan and still had an
apartment there, turned on his television in time to see a plane strike the second
tower. Within a few days, he was airborne himself, on one of the first flights
permitted into New York City from Europe, feeling a sense of urgency and dread.
Much of downtown had been cordoned off, but on the day that Rose returned he
was able to walk down Broadway carrying a 4 x 5 camera. He stopped to take a
handful of pictures on the edge of the zone that had been named Ground Zero.

Those pictures, showing little more than temporary fencing, the booms of cranes,
and a section of the distinctive aluminum skin that sheathed both towers, are as close
as Rose gets in his new book of photographs, called “WTC,” to the death,
destruction, and recovery work that have become synonymous with the World Trade
Center. Images of black smoke pouring from the buildings on September 11th and
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of people fleeing clouds of toxic dust have become so familiar that it is difficult for
some to know whether their memories of that day are based on tableaux they
witnessed themselves or ones they later saw on television, on computer screens, and
in print.

The heart of Rose’s book is pictures of the intact towers, photographs that are meant
to reflect how the structures were viewed before they became symbols of horror and
sacrifice. From their completion, in the early nineteen-seventies, until they were
felled, by Al Qaeda operatives, the Trade Center towers stood for little beyond the
abstract notion of global commerce. Their smooth façades and uniform rows of
narrow windows projected the monotony and order that are often identified with
corporate culture. The architecture critic Ada Louise Huxtable described the towers,
in 1973, as embodying a style she termed “General Motors Gothic.” Though they
soared higher than any other buildings in New York City, their boxlike appearance
was more utilitarian than inspiring.

“The Twin Towers remained aloof from the passions below,” Rose writes in the
book’s foreword. “They were the perfect backdrop buildings, minimalist pylons
signifying nothing in particular—unlike the heroic Empire State Building—but
serving always as inscrutable signposts.”

Like many New Yorkers, I had a tangential relationship with the towers. As far as I
was concerned, the towers mainly functioned as dependable reference points. If I
emerged from an unfamiliar subway station or was unsure which way led east or
west, a quick glance would often be enough to locate the towers and become
oriented. At night, viewed from the window of my apartment on the Lower East
Side, they provided rough indications of the prevailing weather. On a clear evening,
the edges of the illuminated towers were sharply defined against the dark sky.
Sometimes their lights would reveal gathering clouds. On a truly overcast night, they
would often disappear completely from view.



Rose, who studied photography at Cooper Union, in the seventies, portrays the
towers as giants whose size and blandness allowed them to both dominate the
downtown skyline and recede into it. In his pictures, they are somehow unobtrusive,
even as they loom. “I think there was always an ephemeral quality to them on the
skyline, even though they were these massive buildings,” Rose said the other day as
he sat in Zuccotti Park, about a block from the new Trade Center complex.
Although the Twin Towers had not been loved by many, he added, they had
provided the comfort of familiarity, becoming part of “the fabric of the New York we
live in.”

In the seventies, Rose said, he made no attempt to focus on the towers. But when he
looked through slides from that time he found images of the towers on the horizon
and some close, fragmentary views of them. One picture, taken in 1977 from outside
a gas station in Jersey City, shows the towers across New York Harbor, standing
above the rest of Manhattan but dwarfed by a telephone pole in the foreground.
Others, taken the same year inside Tower Two, show a purple carpet, ground-floor
windows, and the reflection of light coming through those windows onto a wall.

While working on a group of images in the eighties that he said were meant to
illustrate “the monumental scale of lower Manhattan’s skyscrapers,” Rose created
many frames that showed the towers as they often appeared then, as ubiquitous but
incidental: glimpsed as part of the skyline, at the end of a southbound street or rising
above a cluster of other structures. The towers are sometimes prominent and
sometimes distant, he writes, “but almost always there, somewhere.”

Now, of course, the towers seem ever-present in a different sense, objects of grief,
longing, or resolve. As part of his documentation of the Twin Towers, Rose set out
to find examples of their visual afterlife. He photographed murals depicting the
towers that had been painted in Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens and on Staten
Island; images of them displayed inside a barbershop, a car-rental office, and a
Chinese restaurant; a likeness of the towers on a sticker affixed to a construction



worker’s hard hat; the two columns of blue light that echo the shape and orientation
of the towers and are beamed four miles into the sky each year on the anniversary of
their destruction; and a child’s drawing, attached to a chain-link fence on Seventh
Avenue South shortly after the towers collapsed, that portrayed them as tall purple
edifices with wide windows.

He also included several pictures of the seventeen-hundred-and-seventy-six-foot
new tower, One World Trade Center, which opened in 2014 and is now the tallest
building in the Western Hemisphere. The former Governor George Pataki named it
the Freedom Tower, but the building, with its hundred-and-eighty-five-foot base of
fortified concrete, prioritizes protection over openness. Some security measures
extend beyond the tower. Surveillance cameras are visible near the building, and
some of the streets leading to it are lined with white cement barriers and guarded by
police cars. While photographing the tower being built, Rose wrote, he was
sometimes confronted by guards “who enforced an arbitrary ban on my view camera
even as dozens of tourists snapped pictures around me.”

Rose left Zuccotti Park, walked past some of the cement barriers, and paused near
West Street to gaze up at the spire of the new building, overlooking the water-filled
memorials created in the footprints of the old structures. He said that the new
building’s skyline presence was less commanding than that of the Twin Towers, but
that it also stood out in ways the towers never did, owing mostly to the fact that it
was laden with meaning that stemmed from their demise. “It’s freighted with so
much,” he said. At that moment, on a clear September day, it was difficult to look at
the gleaming new tower without seeing traces of the ones that had stood there
before.
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